
May 10, 2016

Comments and Observations regarding the Battle Ground School Board meeting of May 9, 2016prov

Please consider my comments and thoughts regarding the following topics covered at the Battle Ground School 
Board meeting on Monday May 9, 2016. Please enter these in the record for public visibility.

New administrators – It seems a bit strange that not a single promotion occurred within the BGSD. Is this 
correct? Everyone came from the Longview/Kelso area. Is it correct to assume that none of these people will 
live within the BGSD?

Moody's rating – Will this be published on May 16th for the public? Mary beth indicated it would be received 
that day.

Bond refinancing? A comment was made about bond refinancing? Where can we get more details on what this 
means and what is being planned?

New curriculum materials and resources for U.S. History, World History and Government – It appears that two
(2) of the board members “scanned” through the three books. We have the following observations:
1) There are anticipated to be 30-35 books at each high school plus a seven (7) year license for use of the 
materials (after which a new license needs to be purchased or the materials can't be used). It was stated the 
materials would be used for 10-12 graders. The cost of the materials is $280,000. Is this correct?
2) Shouldn't every board member review every book as well as the online materials before approving the first 
reading?
3) The time frame (coming to the board in mid May for approval for use in September) is far too short a period 
of time. This type of process should be 6-12 months in advance.
4) How many students will take the course during the license period?
5) What is the cost per student per year and over the duration of the license (that is: the total cost of $280,000 
divided by the number of students per year and in total)?
6) How is it determined that the materials are accurate? I spoke with Paula after the meeting and she said her 
team was assuming that other groups had already done that work. I suggested that existing history and 
government teachers within the school district who have experience could review the materials and make an 
assessment and should do so.
7) Supplier – Paula said that Pearson was chosen. Pearson is also deeply involved in the smarter balanced 
testing. Thus the materials they create will be consistent with the testing. The premise of Common Core is that 
each school district could choose the curriculum and would not be bound to any specific texts and materials. 
However, the very company who does the Smarter Balanced test creates the teaching materials so there is 
guaranteed alignment. This is a clear conflict of interest.

Public Domain teaching materials – Please explore the identification and use of public domain materials for 
teaching. Given the electronic world today there are significant resources that use free public materials that 
require no license fees and are not beholden to nor controlled by textbook companies. For the $280,000 for the
proposed History and Government materials the BGSD could take a different path and go public domain. It 
would save money AND it would help assure that curriculum decisions are made locally for the needs to 
students and not to fill the pockets of book publishers. It's obviously much easier to do “business as usual” than
change. However, you constantly tell the public and students that we need to advance into the 21 st Century yet 
you don't make sure of public domain materials?

Revision of Policy 3246Revision of Policy 3246 – Why wasn't there a detailed explanation of the differences between the new policy 



and the old policy? Why aren't policy changes shared ahead of time with the public using “track changes” so 
everyone is aware of what is different? The process used for 3246 is woefully inadequate and we request you 
revise the process to show what changes are proposed and allow for discussion as to why.

Each time I've supplied comments and suggestions the response is the same...silence. If you want people to 
participate and be engaged and yet don't follow up with those taking the time and making the effort to ask 
questions and make suggestions is it any wonder people stop participating?

Dick Rylander
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